We introduce a new matroid width parameter based on the operation of matroid amalgamation, which we call amalgam-width. The parameter is linearly related to branch-width on finitely representable matroids, while still allowing the algorithmic application on non-representable matroids (which is not possible for branch-width). In particular, any property expressible in the monadic second order logic can be decided in linear time for matroids with bounded amalgam-width. We also prove that the Tutte polynomial can be computed in polynomial time for matroids with bounded amalgam-width.
Introduction
It is well known that many NP-hard graph problems can be solved efficiently when restricted to trees or to graphs with bounded tree-width. Research of this phenomenon culminated in proving a celebrated theorem of Courcelle [2] , which asserts that any graph property expressible in the monadic second order (MSO) logic can be decided in linear time for graphs of bounded tree-width. Such properties include, among many others, 3-colorability. There are several other width parameters for graphs with similar computational properties, e.g., boolean-width [1] and clique-width [5] .
In this work, we study matroids, which are combinatorial structures generalizing the notions of graphs and linear independence. Although the tree-width
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for matroids can be defined [6] , a more natural width parameter for matroids is branch-width. This is due to the fact that the branch-width of graphs can be introduced without referring to vertices, which are not explicitly available when working with (graphic) matroids. We postpone the formal definition of branchwidth to Section 2 and just note that the branch-width of a matroid or a graph is linearly related to its tree-width.
It is natural to ask to what extent the above-mentioned algorithmic results for graphs have their counterparts for matroids. However, most width parameters (including branch-width) do not allow corresponding extension for general matroids without additional restrictions. Although computing decompositions of nearly optimal width is usually still possible (see [15, 16] ), the picture becomes more complicated for deciding properties. Extensions to finitely representable matroids are feasible but significant obstacles emerge for non-representable matroids. This indicates a need for a width parameter reflecting the complex behavior of matroids that are not finitely representable.
Let us be more specific with the description of the state of the art for matroids. On the positive side, the analogue of Courcelle's theorem was proven by Hliněný [8] in the following form: Theorem 1. [8, Theorem 6.1] Let F be a finite field, ϕ be a fixed MSO formula and t ∈ N. Then there is a fixed parameter algorithm deciding ϕ on F-represented matroids of branch-width bounded from above by t.
However, as evidenced by several negative results, a full generalization of the above theorem to all matroids is not possible: Seymour [20] has shown that there is no sub-exponential algorithm testing whether a matroid (given by an oracle) is representable over GF (2) . Note that being representable over GF (2) is equivalent to the non-existence of U 4 2 minor, which can be expressed in MSO logic. This result generalizes for all finite fields and holds even when restricted to matroids of bounded branch-width. This subsequently implies the intractability of deciding MSO properties on general matroids of bounded branch-width even when restricted to matroids representable over rationals. See [12] for more details on matroid representability from the computational point of view. Besides MSO properties, first order properties for matroids have been studied from algorithmic point of view in [11] .
Two width parameters were proposed to circumvent the restriction of tractability results to matroids representable over finite fields: decomposition width [13] and another width parameter based on 2-sums of matroids [21] . The latter allows the input matroid to be split only along 2-separations, making it of little use for 3-connected matroids. On the other hand, though the first one can split the matroid along more complex separations, it does not correspond to any natural "gluing" operation on matroids. In this work, we present a matroid parameter, called amalgam-width, that has neither of these two disadvantages and it still allows proving corresponding algorithmic results. An input matroid can be split along complex separations and the parts of the decomposed matroid can be glued together using the so-called amalgamation [18] , which is a well-established matroid operation.
Notation
We now introduce basic definitions and concepts further used in the paper. The reader is also referred to the monograph [18] for a more detailed exposition on matroid theory.
A matroid M is a tuple (E, I) where I ⊆ 2 E . The set E is called the ground set, its elements are the elements of M , and the sets in I are called independent sets. The ground set of a particular matroid M is denoted by E(M ). The set I is required (1) to contain the set ∅, (2) to be hereditary, i.e., for every F ∈ I, I must contain all subsets of F , and (3) to satisfy the exchange axiom: if F and F are independent sets satisfying |F | < |F |, then there exists x ∈ F such that F ∪ {x} ∈ I. We often understand matroids as sets of elements equipped with the property of "being independent". If a set is not independent, we call it dependent. A minimal depedent set is called a circuit. The set of all circuits of the matroid, denoted by C(M ), uniquely determines the matroid.
Examples of matroids include graphic matroids and vector matroids. The former are derived from graphs in the following way: their elements are edges and a set of edges is independent if it does not span a cycle. Vector matroids have vectors as their elements and a set of vectors is independent if the vectors in the set are linearly independent. A matroid M is called representable over a field F if there exists a vector matroid over F isomorphic to M . Finally, a matroid is binary if it is representable over the binary field and it is regular if it is representable over any field.
The rank of a set F , denoted by r(F ), is the size of the largest independent subset of F (it can be inferred from the exchange axiom that all inclusion-wise maximal independent subsets of F have the same size). If F ⊆ E(M ), then the closure operator cl(F ) is defined as cl(F ) := x : r(F ∪ {x}) = r(F ) .
It can be shown that
If F is a subset of E(M ), then M \ F is the matroid obtained from M by deleting the elements of F , i.e., the elements of M \ F are those not contained in F and a subset F of such elements is independent in the matroid M \F if and only if F is independent in M . The matroid M/F which is obtained by contraction of F is defined as follows: the elements of M/F are the ones not contained in F and a 
A branch-decomposition of a matroid M = (E, I) is a tree T , in which
• the leaves of T are in one-to-one correspondence with the elements of E and
• all inner nodes have degree three.
Every edge e of T splits the tree into two subtrees so that the elements corresponding to the leaves of the respective subtrees form a partition (E 1 , E 2 ) of the ground set. The width of an edge e of T is defined as r(E 1 ) + r(E 2 ) − r(E) + 1, where E 1 and E 2 are the edge sets corresponding to the leaves of the two components of T \ e. Thus, the width of an edge e is the smallest k such that the induced partition (E 1 , E 2 ) is a k-separation of M . The width of the branch-decomposition T is a maximum width of an edge e ∈ T . Finally, the branch-width bw(M ) of a matroid is defined as the minimum width of a branch-decomposition of M . The question of constructing a branch decomposition of a small width was positively settled in [15, 16] for general matroids (given by an oracle).
Theorem 2.
[16, Corollary 7.2] For each k, there is an O(n 4 ) algorithm constructing a decomposition of width at most 3k − 1 or outputting a true statement that the matroid has branch-width at least k + 1.
Moreover, for matroids representable over a fixed finite field, an efficient algorithm for constructing a branch decomposition of optimal width is given in [10] .
Let M 1 and M 2 be two matroids satisfying p i ∈ E(M i ), for i ∈ {1, 2}. Then the 2-sum M 1 p 1 ,p 2 M 2 is defined to be the matroid with the following set of circuits: 
An example of a 2-sum of a pair of graphic matroids is can be found in Figure 1 .
We say that an algorithm runs in linear time if it always finishes in O(n) steps, where n is the length of the input in an appropriate encoding. Similarly, an algorithm runs in polynomial time if it always finishes in O(n k ) steps, for k ∈ N. When a part of the algorithm's input is given by an oracle (e.g., a rank-oracle specifying an input matroid), the time the oracle spent computing the answer is not counted towards the number of steps the main algorithm took -only the time spent on constructing the input for the oracle and reading its output is accounted for in the overall runtime.
A monadic second order formula ψ, shortly an MSO formula, for a matroid M contains the basic logic connectives ∨, ∧, ¬, ⇒, quantifications over elements and subsets of E(M ) (which we refer to as element and set variables, respectively), the equality predicate, the predicate of containment of an element in a set, and, finally, the independence predicate determining whether a set of elements of the matroid is independent. The independence predicate encodes the input matroid.
Deciding MSO properties of matroids is NP-hard in general, since, for example, the property that a graph is hamiltonian can be determined by deciding the following formula on the graphic matroid corresponding to the input graph:
where H is a set variable, e an element variable, and is circuit(·) and is base(·) are predicates testing the property of being a circuit and a base, respectively. These can be defined in MSO logic as follows:
is base(H) ≡ ¬ ∃e : ind(H ∪ {e}) .
Matroid amalgams
In this section we define the operation of a generalized parallel connection, which plays a key role in the definition of an amalgam decomposition. We begin by introducing matroid amalgams and modular flats.
An amalgam of two matroids does not necessarily exist, even if the matroids coincide on the intersection of their ground sets. Our aim is to investigate a condition on matroids sufficient for the existence of an amalgam. To do so, we introduce the notions of free amalgams and proper amalgams. The definition of a more restrictive proper amalgam is more involved.
Definition 5. Let M 1 and M 2 be two matroids with rank functions r 1 and r 2 , respectively, and independent sets coinciding on E 1 ∩ E 2 . First, define functions η and ζ on subsets of E := E 1 ∪ E 2 as follows.
where T := E 1 ∩ E 2 and r is the rank function of the matroid N := M 1 |T = M 2 |T . (Note that η provides an upper bound on the rank of the set X in a supposed amalgam of M 1 and M 2 , while ζ is the least of these upper bounds.) If ζ is submodular on 2 E , we say that the matroid on E 1 ∪ E 2 with ζ as its rank function is the proper amalgam of M 1 and M 2 .
It can be verified that if the proper amalgam of two matroids exists then it is a free amalgam. The next lemma provides a necessary and sufficient condition for an amalgam to be the proper amalgam of two given matroids. 
However, Lemma 6 says nothing about the existence of the proper amalgam of M 1 and M 2 . We next give a condition that guarantees it. Definition 7. A flat X = cl(T ) of a matroid M is modular if for any flat Y of M the following holds:
Furthermore, we say that T is a modular semiflat if cl(T ) is a modular flat in M and every element of cl M (T ) is either in T , a loop, or parallel to some other element of T .
For example, the set of all elements, the set of all loops, and any flat of rank one are modular flats. Each single-element set is a modular semiflat. Theorem 8. [18] Suppose that M 1 and M 2 are two matroids with a common restriction N :
We are now ready to introduce the operation of a generalized parallel connection, which can be used to glue matroids.
If M 1 and M 2 satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 8, then the resulting proper amalgam is called the generalized parallel connection of M 1 and M 2 and denoted by
specifying N in advance, N refers to the unique intersection of the two matroids. The generalized parallel connection satisfies the following properties. 
The operation of generalized parallel connection also commutes in the following sense.
Lemma 11. Let K, M 1 and M 2 be matroids such that M 1 |T 1 = K|T 1 and M 2 |T 2 = K|T 2 . If T 1 is a modular semiflat in M 1 and T 2 is a modular semiflat in M 2 , then
Amalgam width
Recall that the class of graphs of bounded tree-width can be introduced as the set of all subgraphs of a k-tree, where a k-tree is a graph that can be obtained by glueing two smaller k-trees along a clique of size k. Similarly, matroids of bounded branch-width can be introduced in terms of an operation taking two matroids of bounded branch-width and producing a larger matroid of bounded branch-width by glueing them along a low-rank separation. The amalgam-width is also defined using a glueing operation. Analogously to the definition of tree-width, where some elements of the clique can be effectively removed after glueing takes place, the operation includes a set of elements to be deleted. A typical situation when applying the glueing operation is illustrated on Figure 2 .
Definition 12. Suppose we are given matroids M 1 , M 2 , and K such that E(M 1 ) ∩ E(M 2 ) ⊆ E(K). Furthermore, suppose we are also given a set D ⊆ E(K). Let
and assume the two conditions below hold:
• J 1 and J 2 are both modular semiflats in K.
Then, the matroid M 1 ⊕ K,D M 2 is defined as follows:
We also say that the matroid M 1 ⊕ K,D M 2 is a result of glueing of M 1 and M 2 along K and removing the elements D. Figure 2 : M 1 , M 2 are the matroids being combined, K is a small matroid used to glue them together, and D is a set of elements that are subsequently removed.
Note that Theorem 8 guarantees the matroid M 1 ⊕ K,D M 2 to be well defined. We are now ready to introduce our width parameter. 
Note that the first condition can be weakened to |E(M )
The definition above naturally yields a tree-like representation of the construction of the matroid in question.
Definition 14.
Assume that M is a matroid with amalgam width k. Any rooted tree T satisfying either of the following statements is called an amalgam decomposition of M of width at most k:
• |E(M )| ≤ 1 and T is a trivial tree containing precisely one node,
and T has a root r with children r 1 and r 2 such that the subtrees of T rooted at r 1 and r 2 are amalgam decompositions of M 1 and M 2 of width at most k.
The above definition leads to a natural assignment of matroids to the nodes of T : whenever a glueing operation is performed, we assign the resulting matroid to the node. We use M T (v) to refer to this matroid and say that the node v represents
to denote the corresponding elements appearing in the glueing operation used to obtain
If v is a leaf of a decomposition T , we let M Strozecki [21] introduces a similar parameter that uses the operation of a matroid 2-sum instead of the generalized parallel connection. However, its applicability is limited since it allows to join matroids only using separations of size at most 2 and thus a corresponding decomposition of a 3-connected matroid M has a width of |E(M )|. The next proposition implies that the latter is able to express the 2-sum operation as a special case. The parameter of Definition 13 is therefore a generalization of the one from [21] .
Proposition 15. A 2-sum of matroids M 1 and M 2 can be replaced by finitely many operations of generalized parallel connections and deletitions.
The proof of the above proposition is omitted. Next, we show that the amalgam width is a generalization of the branch-width parameter for finitely representable matroids in the sense that a bound on the value of branch-width implies a bound on the amalgam-width.
Proposition 16.
If M is a matroid with branch-width k and M is representable over a finite field F, then the amalgam width of M is at most |F| 3k/2 .
Proof. Suppose we are given a (non-trivial) branch decomposition B of the matroid M of width k, along with the representation of M over F. We select an arbitrary internal node of the decomposition tree as its root node. Therefore, the elements of M are vectors from F d for some dimension d ∈ N. We construct an amalgam decomposition T of width at most |F| 3k/2 . The leaves of T are the leaves of B and correspond to the same elements of M . Similarly, the internal nodes of T are the internal nodes of B and the associated matroids K(v) (for v ∈ T ) are defined as follows. Consider an internal node v ∈ B with children v 1 and v 2 . We use E 1 and E 2 to denote the set of elements of M represented by the leaves in the subtree of B rooted at v 1 and v 2 , respectively. We also let E := E(M ) \ (E 1 ∪ E 2 ). Finally, we set F ⊆ E(M ) to be the set of all elements in at least two of the sets cl(E 1 ), cl(E 2 ) and cl(E ). Note that dim(F ) ≤ 3 2 k. We construct K(v) by taking as its ground set all linear combinations of vectors from F . Consequently, the sets J
We need to check that the conditions of Theorem 8 are met. However, every flat X in a matroid containing all d-dimensional vectors over F is modular, since for any flat Y we have:
where dim(·) is the dimension of a vector subspace of F d . The additional elements E(K(v)) \ E(M ) included in the construction above can be subsequently removed by including them in the set D(u) at an ancestor u of v, ensuring that the decomposition represents precisely the input matroid.
MSO properties
In this section, we show that the problem of deciding monadic second order properties is computationally tractable for matroids of bounded amalgam width. Our main theorem reads:
Theorem 17. MSO properties can be decided in linear time for matroids with amalgam width bounded by k (assuming the corresponding amalgam decomposition T of the matroid is given explicitly as a part of the input).
For the purpose of induction used in the proof of Theorem 17, we need to slightly generalize the considered problem by introducing free variables. The generated problem is given in Figure 3 . To simplify notation, let us assume that if ψ
INPUT:
• an MSO formula ψ with p free variables,
• amalgam decomposition T of a matroid M with width at most k,
• a function Q defined on the set {1, . . . , p} assigning the i-th free variable its value; specifically, Q(i) is equal to an element of E(M ) if x i is an element variable, and it is a subset of E(M ) if x i is a set variable.
OUTPUT:
• ACCEPT if ψ is satisfied on M with the values prescribed by Q to the free variables of ψ.
• REJECT otherwise. is a formula with free variables, we use x i for the i-th variable if it appears in ψ as an element variable and X i if it appears as a set variable. We prove the following generalization of Theorem 17.
Theorem 18. The problem MSO-DECIDE can be solved in linear time for matroids with amalgam width bounded by k (assuming the corresponding amalgam decomposition T of the matroid is given as a part of the input).
Our aim in the proof of Theorem 18 is to construct a linear time algorithm based on deterministic bottom-up tree automatons. Let us introduce such automatons.
Definition 19.
A finite tree automaton is a 5-tuple (S, S A , δ, ∆, Σ), where
• S is a finite set of states containing a special initial state 0,
• S A ⊆ S is a non-empty set of accepting states,
• Σ is a finite alphabet, • δ : S × Σ → S is set of transition rules that determine a new state of the automaton based on its current state and the information, represented by Σ, contained in the current node of the processed tree, and
• ∆ : S × S → S is a function combining the states of two children into a new state.
Let us also establish the following simple notation.
Definition 20. Consider an instance of an MSO-DECIDE problem. In particular, let Q be the variable-assignment function as defined in Figure 3 . For F ⊆ E(M ), we define the local view of Q at F to be the following function: where is a special symbol that is not an element of the input matroid.
The symbol stands for values outside of F . We simplify the notation by writing Q v (x i ) instead of Q E(K(v)) (i), where v is a node of an amalgam decomposition T .
The alphabet Σ of the automaton we construct will correspond to the set of all possible "configurations" at a node v in an amalgam decomposition of width at most k. A finite tree automaton processes a tree (in our case T ) from its leaves to the root, assigning states to each node based on the information read in the node and on the states of its children. When processing a node whose two children were already processed the automaton calculates the state s := ∆(s 1 , s 2 ), where s 1 and s 2 are the states of the children, and moves to the state δ(s, q), where q ∈ Σ represents the information contained in that node of the tree. If the state eventually assigned to the root of the tree is contained in the set S A , we say that the automaton accepts. It rejects otherwise.
As a final step of our preparation for the proof of Theorem 18, we slightly alter the definition of an MSO formula by replacing the use of ind(X) predicate with the use of x 1 ∈ cl(X 2 ), where cl(·) is the closure function of M . The predicate ind(X) can be expressed while adhering to the altered definition as follows:
ind(X) ≡ ¬ ∃e ∈ X : cl(X) = cl(X \ {e}) .
of Theorem 18. We proceed by induction on the complexity of the formula ψ, starting with simple formulas such as x 1 = x 2 or x 1 ∈ X 2 . In each step of the induction, we design a tree automaton processing the amalgam decomposition tree T and correctly solving the corresponding MSO-DECIDE problem. As already mentioned, the alphabet will encode all possible non-isomorphic choices of the matroid
, and D(v) combined with all possible local views of Q at v, allowing this information to be read when processing the corresponding node. Note that if k is bounded, the size of the set Σ of such configurations is bounded. Since the automaton size does not depend on n and the amount of information read in each node of T is bounded by a constant (assuming bounded amalgamwidth), we will be able to conclude that the running time of our algorithm, which will just simulate the tree automaton, is linear in the size of T .
To start the induction, we first consider the case ψ = x 1 ∈ X 2 . Such instances of MSO-DECIDE can be solved by the automaton given in Figure 4 . This automaton stays in its original state if x 1 is assigned by the local view of Q at E(K(v)). Otherwise, it moves to designated ACCEPT and REJECT states based on whether Q v (x 1 ) ∈ Q v (X 2 ) holds. The set S A is defined to be {ACCEPT}. The function ∆ : S × S → S assigns the ACCEPT state to any tuple containing an ACCEPT state. Similarly for the REJECT state. We are guaranteed not to encounter the situation where one child node is in the ACCEPT state and the other in the REJECT state, since the free variable assignment function Q maps x 1 precisely to one element of E(M ). It is clear that this tree automaton correctly propagates the information of whether x 1 ∈ X 2 or not from the leaf representing the value of x 1 to the root of T .
The cases of formulas x 1 = x 2 and X 1 = X 2 can be handled similarly. For formulas of the form ψ 1 ∨ ψ 2 , we construct the automaton by taking the Cartesian product of the automatons
all cases all cases Figure 4 : The states and transition rules δ of the tree automaton for the formula x 1 ∈ X 2 . Here, v is the currently processed node of the amalgam decomposition. The names of the states are typed using bold font.
for the formulas ψ 1 and ψ 2 , respectively. Specifically,
Informally, the two automatons run in parallel and the new automaton accepts precisely if at least one of the two is in an accepting state. A formula of the form ¬ψ can be processed by the same automaton as ψ, except we change the set accepting states to their complement. The connectives ∧, ⇒, . . . can be expressed using ∨ and ¬ by a standard reduction.
So far, we did not apply most of the properties of amalgam decompositions, including Lemma 10, which constrains the possible ways in which closures of sets can behave in a matroid resulting from a generalized parallel connection. This comes into play when constructing an automaton for the formula x 1 ∈ cl(X 2 ).
Let us first give an informal description. When processing a node v of T , we are able to see the elements of K(v), to query the independent sets on E(K(v)), and to see the local view of Q(X 2 ) at E(K(v)). Our strategy will be to compute cl M (X 2 ) restricted to E(K(v)) and determine whether x 1 is contained in it. However, the state at v does not encode necessary information about the remaining part of M , i.e., the part represented by the nodes of T that are not descendants of v. The matroid M (v) is joined to this part by a generalized parallel connection using the modular flat J(v). Lemma 10 says that the remaining part of M can influence the restriction of the closure of X 2 on E(K(v)) only through forcing some of the elements of this modular flat into the closure. Since |J(v)| is bounded, we can precompute the behavior of the resulting closure for all possible cases. This information is encoded in the state of the finite automaton passed to the parent node. The parent node can then use the information encoded in the states corresponding to its children when precomputing its intersection with cl M (X 2 ). We formalize this approach using the following definition.
Definition 21. Let v be a node of an amalgam decomposition T of M and X be a subset of E(M ). A map f
The case of a formula ∃x : ψ is solved by a standard argument of taking the finite tree automaton recognizing ψ and transforming it to a non-deterministic tree automaton that tries to guess the value of x (in our case, the automaton also checks if this guessed value of x lies in the set D(v) of deleted elements). This non-deterministic tree automaton has a finite number of states by induction. A non-deterministic finite tree automaton can be simulated using a deterministic finite tree automaton with up to an exponential blow-up of the number of states, leading to the conclusion that a formula of this form can again be decided by a deterministic finite tree automaton. The case ∃X : ψ is solved analogously.
Since the algorithm simulating the automaton on T spends O(1) time in each of the nodes of T , there exists a linear time algorithm solving the problem from the statement of the theorem.
Tutte polynomial
The Tutte polynomial is an important combinatorial invariant defined for graphs and matroids. Values of the polynomial encode, e.g., the number of its bases. In the case of graphs, the values of the polynomial also give numbers of k-colorings.
Definition 23. Let M be a matroid with a ground set E. The Tutte polynomial of M is a bivariate polynomial
The main result of this section is the following theorem:
Theorem 24. For every k ∈ N , there exists a polynomial-time algorithm that given an amalgam decomposition with width at most k of a matroid M computes the coefficients of the Tutte polynomial of M (assuming the corresponding amalgam decomposition T of the matroid is given explicitly as a part of the input). The degree of the polynomial in the running time estimate of the algorithm is independent of k.
Before we start the proof of Theorem 24, we introduce a slight modification of the notion of amalgam decompositions.
Definition 25. An amalgam decomposition T is nice if for each node v the sets J 1 (v) and J 2 (v) are disjoint.
Every amalgam decomposition can be transformed into a nice amalgam decomposition such that the width increases only by a constant factor by duplicating the elements of J(u)∩J(v) and subsequently deleting the duplicates by including them in the set D w for some ancestor w of u, v.
Lemma 26. Let T be an amalgam decomposition of matroid M with width k. Then there exists a nice amalgam decomposition of M with width at most 2k. Moreover, such decomposition can be found in linear time.
We are now ready to prove Theorem 24.
of Theorem 24. The key idea is to count the number of sets with given size, rank, and type (see Definition 21) . This way, we get the coefficients in the definition of the polynomial. For a given set X ⊆ E(M (v)), the type of v allows us to compute the closure of X on E(K(v)) without any additional knowledge of the structure of M (v). In the proof of Theorem 18, we have seen that we can compute the type of a node v with respect to a set X from the types of its children in constant time. The number of subsets of E(M (v)) with given rank r, size s and type f is denoted by count v (r, s, f ). Algorithm 1 computes these numbers for a node v using the numbers computed for its children.
The algorithm for Theorem 24 first computes the value of count v for leaves of T , then picks an arbitrary node such that the value of count v for both of its children were already determined and applies Algorithm 1. The computation for leaves is trivial. There are only two possible cases: either the element represented by the leaf is a loop or is not. At the root r, there is only one type f 0 (since J r is empty) and the number count v (r, s, f 0 ) is the number of sets of M of a given rank and size.
Let us turn our attention to the analysis of the time complexity of this algorithm. Each of the two outer loops of Algorithm 1 makes at most n iterations. The loops iterating over the rank make at most r(M ) iteration each. The number of types can be bounded by a function of k and is therefore constant with respect to n. Thus, the number of iterations of the remaining two loops is again also constant. We conclude that the total time complexity of Algorithm 1 is O n 2 r 2 , where r := r(M ). For the computation of the Tutte polynomial, we need to call Algorithm 1 for each branching node. So, the resulting time complexity of our algorithm is O n 3 r 2 .
INPUT: vertex v ∈ T with children v 1 , v 2 OUTPUT: count v (r, s, f ) for all ranks r, set sizes s and set types f initialize count v (r, s, f ) ← 0 for all r, s, f . 
Conclusion
Both the Theorem 18 of Section 4 and the Theorem 24 assume that the amalgam decomposition is given as a part of the input. This assumption can be removed for matroids that are representable over a fixed finite field, since the proof of Proposition 16 gives a linear time algorithm constructing an amalgam decomposition from a branch decomposition. Therefore, we can use a polynomial-time algorithm [7, 14] for constructing a branch decomposition and then convert it to an amalgam decomposition of width bounded by a constant multiple of the original branch-width. Similarly, it can be shown that the branch decomposition of a representable matroid can be obtained from an amalgam decomposition in a natural way. However, we have not been able to settle the complexity of constructing amalgam decomposition of (approximately) optimal width for a general oracle-given matroid.
